Cell phone internet influence on undergraduate's examination score is an important research issue in the education field in universities. The panel data model of cell phone internet influencing on undergraduate's mark is built based on the theory of probability and statistics. Data of undergraduate studying on internet is obtained from QQ contact group by using the mobile phone Internet. According to the statistical method, the influence factors weight of the regression on score is calculated, and results show that Cell Phone Internet affects undergraduates' scores significantly in universities.
Introduction
Using internet by cell phones is becoming a part life for undergraduates in universities. Cell phone internet refer to internet can be used by cell phones, or mobile phones. Whether undergraduate's examination score affected by cell phone internet or not can be analyzed by the data collected from contact QQ group.
Panel data refers to selected a number of sample data on the section of specific factor sequence [1] . Panel data has many advantages such as it can control individual heterogeneity data, and can provide more information from sample, and reduce linear collinearity, and provide more degrees of data freedom, and adjustment process of individual effects and time effects. Nowadays the panel data research is quickly development on the theory and application. Since 1960, scholars began to pay attention to panel data econometrics. In early 1986, Hsiao [1] wrote a monograph about the research of panel data model, and published second edition in 2003. Wooldridge [2] , Arellano [3] , Baltag [4] described many aspects of the panel data model. In recent years, a lot of researchers around the world set up a great study on the panel data model, such as nonlinear panel data model, the nonconstrained stationary panel data [5] model, dynamic panel data model, and variable structure model [6] and so on. This paper will research mobile phone internet which affects on undergraduates examining mark by using panel data theory. In Section 2, panel data model is introduced. Section 3 discribed the estimation of parameters in panel data. And in Section 4, the influencing of cell phone internet on undergraduates' score is analyzed by panel data model. And Section 5 gives some conclusion remarks.
Panel data model
Support it y is repones variable, or observation for undergraduate examination score, and suppose 1 2 ( , ,..., )
the observation probability of undergraduate using cell phone internet. 
According to the matrices terminology, let: ...
Where N I is the identity matrix of order N , T e is the vector of ones of dimension T , and ⊗ denotes Kronecker product.
The panel data can be represented by metrix equation:
The number of sample observation value of panel data is NT . If 1 N = , the panel data model of Eq. 2 becomes one dimension observation data.
Estimation of the parameters in panel data
We consider short time panel data analyzed by using OLS estimation method [2] . The different value of panel data with its average data is calculated, and then estimate the parameters in the model for the probability of undergraduate using cell phone internet.
The average of Eq. 1 are:
So that the average formula are: 1,2,...,
From above Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 , we have
By applying OLS estimation method [2] , we have parameter estimator from Eq. 5
if b is a sclar: x is panel data, we have below conclusions: 
where it e is residual of linear regression, e and D are matrices of it.
Affect examination score model and calculation
Through the QQ contact group, a total of 2438 undergraduates, from freshmen to senior grades, are investigated. The undergraduates come from enginnering colleges, transportantion colleges or ship building colleges. Some of them come from the countryside, or mountainous area, which family income are not high. Some of them come from cities, or economically developed areas, which family income are relative higher. According to the following standards, the family income are divided into 5 categories. 0-2500,2501-5000,5001-75000,75001--100000, >100000, From the undergraduate's family income distribution, which is depicted in Fig.1 , we find that most undergraduate's family income is less than 2500. 
Estimation of the parameters
Applying Eviews software, we calculate Hausman estimative value shown in the Table 1 . 
From above formula, we find that cell phone affects more on first year to third year undergraduate. For students from poor income families, the affective degree is decrease with the time of undergraduate in the university. For other undergraduates, the cell phone internet is beneficial to examination score. In this calculation, the sum square residue is 201.34, the R-square is 0.94121, see Table  4 . We can see from the diagnosis results that the affecting factors are all significants, and the whole model is significants also. So our inference in Section 4.1 is credible. The same diagnosis for other equations of Eq.(6) are similar to the above and is ommited, other checking tests by using Theorem 1 are not given here for saving the space.
Conclusions
The mobile phone has been developed rapidly on using Internet, undergraduates are an important group of mobile phone access to the Internet, so the research on Mobile Phone Internet influence on undergraduates is inprotant project. According to the undergraduate's grade at the University and their family income, we have constructed a 2-D panel data model and calculate parameter in the OLS model.
The results show that the mobile phone access to the Internet has a great influence on undergraduate examination scores and is also beneficial to examination score.
